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NEIBOX/01-AS1FR.
Operational Plan for Project AR-ASTER.

1. Project AL.ASSER has been approved by headquarters. The Original
Pro3fidt outline which vs . pouched tn you under cover of43/401.• 120 bee been
enestied to replace E 3 with C 3(ths subject of Rat-1120) and N3STRII..
The approved project, amendments as. -nolo ed as Attachment-A.

2. is	 -I indicated to E.	 -a, Project Ab•ASTER is very implar•
tent to REDSOX inasmuch as its sueeessfttl execution will substantially in-
crease the pool of agents dho can be used for clandestine agent operations
into the UM. As such, ovary poesibla security preoaetion out be Wan
to insure that agents who are finally recruited for REL6OX have not teas
cosprosised daring the spotting or recruiting process.

3. ?calming is an outline of the steps which hudgearters recommends
be foliated in et footing the projects

A. Operational testing of MCCITIL,

b. Polygraph tests in Beirut

C. If above tests setisfactoril,y coupleted, NOsT131L can than
begin spotting.

D. Determination of whether NOSTRIL should attempt actual recrait-
rent of porticos he bas spotted.

E. Recruitment.

F. Resonal of recruited agents froa Jordan.

Lt. The following plan is suggested as a means of operational tasting,

A. NO1RIL , I Ni told that L	 a Us been asked by the
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G. If such a list Can be prepared which will not by its nature indicate to
NoaTRIL that it is intended as a test for him, then th. infnraittiOU which NOsTRIL
reports on allot these persons can be °hooked by L.	 :1 end headquarters.
It is bellowed that if NOSMIL's information re these persons approximates what
is known at headquarters and in the field NOSTRIL will have proved himself to be
reaponably reliable Ln spotting individuals for anti-Soviet work.

5. Assuming that NOSTRIL will "pose this type of test, headorarters feels that
he should then be submitted to po/ygrach testing in Beirut. ] Arrangements are now
being made at headquarters to have a polygraph and experienced Russian speaking
LECLAIR polygraph operator available in feirut'after December 1952. If end when
N , sTRIL has successfully passed the test suggested in pare 4 above, 12	 will

U.S. Government to ,:ather information on certain Circoasiane in L. 3 and
Jordan') these Circessians are of interest to the U.S. Government as prospective
employees for dissemination of anti-Soviet propegonda oid for other types of
psycholoeical warfare and as such must be predetermined to be anti-Comemnist
and of definite pro-west inclination.

B. r-	 a could then indicate to NrSTRIL that NOsTRILos
of the Circassions in Jordan and elsewhere will be of great help to L:	 :1
in determining the suitabiaty of these persons for this work prior to recom-
mending than to the Govemsenttr employment.

C. CI	 :3 would then give )4(1,TRIL a list of names of Ciroassians who
are %I' interest to the Government as possible employees." Buried in this list
mill be the names of several Circus:inns who have been reported to be or to
have been Communist agents And/or sympathizers. The information available to
headquarters re these persons indicates that NCSTRIL may already know, or oeuld
probably learn with scam effort, that those persons would be undesirable secur-
ityumise for agy kind of employment by the Americans. (See Attachment B for
list of persons reported to be Circassian Communist sympathisers and/or agents.)

D. Mons of the persons listed in Attachment are nowt Ciroassiwn
emi?mes, but are primarily cezendents of the pre-world War I emigration. Un-
fortunately, headquarters has,no information re other "old" C4-.....e4•ne who are
known to be anti-Comenniet. Therefore, it is requested that C	 :3 attempt
to obtain from sources other than NOSTRIL the names of several Ciroaselans of
the *Id emigration who are known to be anti-Communist and burrows& them same
of the names listed in ttachment B. NrSTRIL will then be presented with a list
of names of old Circassimis who mill be differentiated only by their orientation
toward the Soviet Union. It is believed that if the names of any of the recent
Circassian emigres were included in such a list, MST= might sweet that he
was leing tested or that LECLAIR was primarily interested in the recent emigres.
Also, any of the recent emigres may be potential REDSOX recruits and as such
shoulA not be involved in a testing operation.	 B is also being,eent
to t, e"	 :1 station for similar testing of 	 :2 It is therefore requested
that c-	 oviinform headquarters soonest which of the names included therein
will be used rai testing No2TRIL in order that c: :3 will not be given the same
names.
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be authorised to aek MIMRIL to go to Beirut to take the polygraph examination.
Inasmuch as Nostril might be reluctant to take such a teat due to possible criminal
and moral lapses is his pat, and in order to maintain good polygraph procedure,
r_	 _3 should tell MMTRIL no more than this,

A. NOSTRIL will be subjected to interviews and tests which will, help
ue determine his suitability for the type of work we want him to do;

B. These interriews and tests will help us to determine his loyalty
to us; and

C. C.-	 =2. has take, these same testi and at no time have they
ever caused him any embarrassment or inconvenience of say kind.

D. If necessary, C.:	 .Z may assure NOSTRIL that we are not at
all interested in any criminal, moral or other slar lapses in his past
and that ouch thing- ' 411 .. ^4. be covered in the tests and interviews.
Also, if necessary, C-	 nay tell NOSTRIL that he cannot be employed
on a full-salary, full-scale basis until the interviews and tests are
completed.

6. It le emphasised that .1-!;._	 -I not discuss any of pars 5 shove with
IWTRIL until headquarters authorises. Once authorisation is given, 1_	 -a
should adhere as closely as possible to the approach in pares 5A, B, AA and D.
If NOST:IIL should refuse to take such tests after this approach, we would do well.
to reconsider him as an opera tire under AL-ASTER.

T. Provisional operational clearance boa been granted for NuSTRIL for eval-
uation and development only. This will allow MCLAIN to proceed with the opera-
tional and polygraph testing suggested above. However, satisfactory completion
of these tests will probably be necessary in order to procure a Cu).]. operations/
clearance. Once this full clearance is obtained, NOSTRIL -- 	 --treated to
begin tho actual 'potting phase of Project AE-AST. At (I Te discretion,
N(STRIL can be told as mach about this operation as is necessary to enable hie to
assess the persons he spots. The followine is presented as a guide for

A. NO2TRIL will spot Circassian emigres. The Dimas/dans of primary
interest to RRODOX are theme who left the um in 1941 or later and Also still
have a fluent °missend of the Russian language. Single persons between the
ages of 15 end 45 who are in good physical condition are most desirable. Hen
with fannies will be acceptable if they are otherwise well qualified.

B. These persons 3hould pollees strong anti-Soviet motivation and better
than overage courage. If recruited, they will be used for halardous °lenders-
tine MiSeiC918 into the USSR.

C. An individual who successfully completes a mission into the USSR will
stand a good chance of being brought to the United States and obtaining U.S.
oitisenship.
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D. Any person who is recruited by =AIM will, from the time of his
recruitment, be housed, clothed and 'fed by us; in addition he will receive
a salary. He will also be thorough]; trained prior to his dispatch into
the USSR in order to locum maxims chances for success.

8. It will be left to C ;I's judgement as to how much of pare 7 above
should be told NOSTRIL. It is felt that if he has eome understandW of REDSOX
agent requirements he will be better able to mess the persons he spots. When
NOSTRIL is finally briefed re his spotting assignment, l should inform
headquarters exactly what N0STRIL has been toLi.

9. Fr each individual he spots, N0STRIL should provide that type of infor-
mation which is requested in standard pan forms I and II. NOSTRIL should procure
this informition without revealing to anyone (especially the subject being spotted)
what he is doing.

After NOSTRIL has spotted a number of Circa:gm/me xnef headquarters has
received the PRC.-type information plus N(STRIL l e and 4:-	 :r's assessment of
these persons, headquarters will initiate clearances for those who are favorably
assessed. Under no circumstances ahead recruitment of any ra"mmx baat
until headquarters authorises. Curing this spotting process L-

ltar:r7

to dstarstine if NOSTRIL could do the actual recruiting. This may be difficult for
NOSTRIL to do since tho chances of compromise immediately become greater once he
shifts from spotting to recruiting. Also, if NLSTRIL were blown while trying to
recruit, other persons whom he has contacted f--	 or recruitment night be-
come compromised by association. However, if L.- .1 believes that NOSTRIL
could recruit and remain uncompromised, he should be allowed to do so wince he
Probably would be better suited to persuade these eennle to do RECSOX work than an
outsider or someone less well known to them. If C7	 1 feels that NOiTRIL should
not attempt recruitment, headquarters would appreciate nutnerford is suggestions as
to hod the final recruitment of these Circassian' might be accomplished.

U. Uhenever an actual recruitment is to be attempted, L7._	 I should sub-
mit a recruitment plan to headquarters for approval. This plan should specify in
detail had the actual recruitment will be attempted, including the persons involved,
the security measures which will be employed, and whet will be dons with the indi-
vidual to be recruited if he refuses the recruitment proposal. A plan should also
be submitted for removing the innividual from Jordan if he accepts the recruitment
proposal and an estimate as to how soon after the recruitment this should be done in
order to maintain the security of the new recruit. Upon approval of these plans.
headquarters will authorise the recruitment effort- It &wild be noted that 	 71
will be doing the 8112e type of work for RRIOnr 4,1c, :7 mnd that , it will be neces-
saryto maintain close coordination between CZ 	 .1 and C.	 stations and
headquarters in order that NOSTRIL and C. 21 do not "cross wires" in their work.

12. A maximum salary of $150 per month has been approved for NO3TRIL. 	 A

nv begin payment of part or all of this salarr_-- 	 as NOSTRIL begins to under-
go operational testing. It is requested that C"..	 .1 inform headquarters how
NOSTRIL will be paid this salary and whether NO3TRIL will be paid the full amount.
It might be desinble to withhold part of this s plary in order to use the balance of

1114,1111!1,
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it for various incentive purposes e.g. persuading NOSTRIL to go to Beirut for
polygreph testing. In view of NOATRIL l e present unemployment, will NCSTRIL be
able to oonceal the source of this income or explain it so that it will not arouse
suspicion?

13. It is further requested that C-	 .alinforn headquarters of the methods
he hes been using and willwas in contacting NOSTRIL for briefing and debriefing
purposes. If a new contact plan is anticipited for NOSTRIL attar he becomes active
under AE-gSTER, please eubmit it to headquarters also.

14. It is realised that field conditions of which hsaftsarters is unaware op
require same variation from the auggretione presented in this dispatch. Bowever,
it is believed that each of ths steps in pare 3 above should be followed in same
war or other. Tour canente and suggestions will be appreciated.

Attsohmentst (2)
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AMF/DIENIT TO PRCJFCT OUTLINE 

CRIPIrtirKt a...ASTER

1. Area of Oneraticnon

r-ZI and Jordan.

3. LVERRAII 	 •
a. Obiectiveet

(1) Spotting and/or recruiting of Circassian and other Ruseian emigres
in the area of operations, in or outside organised enigre groups, who my
be useful in RED3OX operations.

(2) Procurement of information on aatirities of local Circassian and
other Russian emigre groups which will enable MCLAIN to better assess the
REDSOX potential of them groups.

(3) Procurement of CI information on local Oiroassian emigre groups
and Russian emigres outside these groups.

t4 Inlay

(1) LomalCircassian emigre prows.

(2) Soviet eaigres not members of emigre groops.

C.

(1) Recruit 4: :1 in the field, brief and train him for his mission
in

(2) Obtain full Olear100e for, and recruit, NOSTRIL. who will mecca
functions in Jordan similar to those performed by C: 	 :1

LIME&
a. C	 ; C

b. NCI1RIL- Operational cleagges been requested. NCSTRM. is a Circas-
sian refugee who left the Soviet Union during World War II, Rs is young and
extremely resourceful and has assumed leadership of the reosnt Circassian emigres
in Jordan. Ns has been used as an wnwittincsource of information by	 .
station Chief for the past year.
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5. 2.-q211
Both 1-7 and =TRU. have readv%elade cover•' They are already the recog-

nised leaders of the Ciroassians in E...0 and Jordan aid can move freely among
these people without question.

6. Controls

a. What oar.trol exists'

III C 7Idesires eventually to bring his family to the United States.
_:1 s station chief is prepared to indicate to his that CI

perfassausta in his assigned miss:lon ger have a bearing on whether be can
later awe to this comstry. The salary 'midi_ :land 	 !Ile desire to
"Id the Circassian cause against the soviets ere acmitional control factors.

(2) ROSTR/I. will to paid a salary. Inasmuch as be is now nearly dmo
-titnte, this salary will constitute a considerable control over him.

NOSTRIL, ' violent anti-Scwiet feelings provide an additional measure of
control.

b. Notivations

-(1) t, j is motivated by an extreme deers to do everything possible
to achieve an independent Caucasus and at the same time to improve the
p/ight of his Circassian people	 A Re is also imbued with a
strong anti-Soviet feeling.

(2) NOSTRIL is strongly anti-Soviet and is • real Circassian patriot.
His life has been largely occupied with fighting the Soviets and he is
anxious to continue to do so in Jordan.

84 E9voisl Equipments

Nom.

9. Coordinatigns 

This project will be coordinated with NR.

10. Tiatetabbs

October 1952. Estimated duration of project is taro years.
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PART II

11..	 Fat/maks! Annual 0041

Varies of C	 3 awl NOSTRIL $3.600
00=1011 for C	 jand NOSTRIL 1,000

Oporational tricansea, loam:ling operational travel
in the field. 900
Inoidsatala. 360

TOTAL AINIIALLT	 tiPZ
SOTEs Rack of above ra to b divided equally imp t•e■wo C	 3 and

tr,-.7 Stations

12. esecia), Problems 

Nem.
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